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Typical Pulsar Analysis
D l d d t d town oa  a a an  screen even s
−Event file
−Spacecraft file
−Pulsar database file (Fermi_PulsarDB_v001.fits)
Analyze time series data
–Search for pulsations
–Determine or refine pulsar ephemeris
–Confirm periodicity published in the literature
Assign pulse phase or orbital phase to each photon
−Folded light curve (pulse shape or pulse profile)
−Phase-resolved spectrum
−Phase-resolved image
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Tips for Data Screening
For time series analysis
– For maximum sensitivity on pulse detection and frequency 
determination, screen data to maximize pulsed component and        
minimize constant (“background”) component.
– Tight spacial selection (typically size of a couple of PSFs)
– Wider energy range
– Broader choice of event types
For analysis using pulse/orbital phase
− Use standard event selection for spectral or image analysis.
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Time Series Analysis
Periodicity test
– Chi-squared test (Leahy et al. 1983, ApJ 266, 160; Vaughan et al. 1994, 
ApJ 435, 362)
– Zn2 test (Buccheri et al. 1983, A&A 128, 245)
– Rayleigh test (equivalent to Zn2 test for n = 1)
– H test (De Jager et al. 1989, A&A 221, 180)
• Science Tools: gtpsearch, gtptest
• Other tools: efsearch (XRONOS)
Period search 
− Discrete Fourier transforms (Ransom 2002, AJ 124, 1788)
• Science Tools: gtpspec
• Other tools: powspec (XRONOS)
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Pulse / Orbital Phase Assignment
Pulse Phase
– Computes a pulse phase for each photon.
– Appends the phase value to the event entry for later use          .
• Science Tools: gtpphase
• Other tools: TEMPO2 with Fermi plugin
O bit l Phr a  ase
− Computes an orbital phase for each photon.
− Appends the phase value to the event entry for later use.
• Science Tools: gtophase  
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Utility Tools
E h i t t hp emer s compu er g ep em
– Reads pulsar ephemerides database and computes pulsar’s spin 
ephemeris (such as pulse frequency) at a given moment in time.
– Also serves as a sanity checker for first-time users of our pulsar            
ephemerides database.
Pulsar ephemerides manipulation tool gtpulsardb
Sub selects pulsar ephemerides from a master database− -       .
− Also used to create, modify, merge pulsar ephemerides database.
Photon arrival time correction gtbary
− Computes barycentric or geocentric time for each event and modifies 
event time in event file, for use with non-Fermi analysis tools such as 
XRONOS tools.
− CAUTION: event files processed by gtbary must not be used in any
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analysis with Science Tools.
Analyzing Vela data
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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Analyzing Vela data (cont.)
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